Hybrid systems are interacting systems of digital automata and continuous plants subject to disturbances. The digital automata are used to force the state trajectory of the continuous plant to obey a performance specification. For the basic concepts and notation for hybrid systems, see , and other papers in the same volume. Here we introduce tools for analyzing enforcing viability of all possible plant state trajectories of a hybrid system by suitable choices of finite state control automata. Thus, the performance specification considered here is that the state of the plant remain in a prescribed viability set of states at all times (Aubin, 1991). The tools introduced are local viability graphs and viability graphs for hybrid systems. We construct control automata which guarantee viability as the fixpoints of certain operators on graphs. When control and state spaces are compact, the viability set is closed, and a non-empty closed subset of a viability graph is given with a sturdiness property, one can extract finite state automata guaranteeing viable trajectories. This paper is a sequel to , especially Appendix II.
form. Aubin points out that many problems of evolutionary theory, economics, and the sciences are problems of viability, or of enforcing viability by choice of appropriate control functions. We are interested in the somewhat different case when control can be forced by a finite state control automaton rather than a traditional feedback control law. Aubin develops viability theory for continuous time systems. He also spends a few pages on discrete time systems. Now hybrid systems are interacting systems of digital automata and continuous plants subject to disturbances. The digital automata are usually intended to be control automata used to force the state trajectory of the continuous plant to obey a performance specification. The fundamental problem of hybrid systems is to extract, given a continuous plant simultion model and the performance specification on plant state trajectories, a finite control automaton which will force the hybrid system to meet the performance specification. Hybrid systems have mixed continuous time, discrete time states. These states are the simultaneous states of the continuous plant and of the finite state control automaton. We wish to capture the conditions under which jinite state control automata exist which guarantee viability.
Aubin generally emphasizes non-deterministic systems, with many evolutions possible for given initial conditions, for which set-valued analysis is the appropriate tool. Here we limit definitions to the deterministic case because generalization of definitions to the non-deterministic case is both straightforward and notationally opaque. Aubin points out that there is a dearth of general theorems on the existence of feedback control functions producing viable solutions to general problems, but that when a specific feedback control function, plant, and viability set are given in advance, one can fruitfully investigate whether the feedback control can enforce viability. The situation is similar for viability in hybrid systems. For hybrid systems we start one step later. Suppose that we are already given a continuous feedback control function which enforces viable trajectories for a plant. Then we can fruitfully investigate how to extract a finite automaton which exhibits controllable and observable behavior and enforces the same viability.
Here is one view of the stages in the extraction of a control policy for ensuring that a continuous plant obeys its performance specification independent of the particular brand of control theory used (see Fig. 1 ). 1. In the first state, identify the space of control policies which meet the viability constraint. 2. In the second stage, extract from that space a mathematical control policy leading to an evolution of plant state behavior which has a prescribed optimality property. This is a mathematically optimal policy in some prescribed sense. 3. In the third stage, since mathematically optimal control policies are not usually directly implementable in hardware and software, extract and implement an approximation to that optimal policy which still meets the viability constraint and yields evolutionary behavior sufficiently close to optimal to be satisfactory to the user. In this paper we investigate for simple hybrid systems only the first stage. In Section 8 we sketch why this development is part of the foundations of Kohn-Nerode distributed hybrid control [26] . See also [28, 29, 32, 33] . 
Simple hybrid systems
All hybrid systems will be simple hybrid systems as defined in [25] with fixed control intervals [O, A] , [A, 241, . . . Here is a brief description of a simple hybrid system consisting of a continuous plant interacting with a control automaton at times nA, n=O, l,..., see [25] for more details.
The
plant runs open loop inside an interval of time [nA,(n+ l)A] based on the control function c, and the disturbance d,, supplied at time nA for use in [nA,(n + l)A].
The control automaton receives as input at time nA the current state x of the plant, then runs open loop with no further inputs till time (n + 1) A. Based on its state at time (n + l)A, the control automaton transmits a new control function c,,+, to the plant to be used in the interval [(n + 1) A, (n + 2) At], and so on. We shall assume that our plant is described by a vector first order ordinary differential equation is such that for any time t,,, for any initial state s(t,,), for any admissible control and disturbance functions Z(t),d"(t) defined on [0, co], there is a unique solution x(t) defined on [0, a~] satisfying the differential equation. That is, we assume that there is a field of solutions over the whole space, each uniquely determined by any one point. This is mostly for convenience. Generlizations of the methods of this paper to the case when there are no, many, or limited trajectories for given initial conditions are notationally cumbersome, but nevertheless can be developed in a relatively straightforward manner. We call x(t) the trajectory of the plant state.
To repeat, the control automaton plant receives as input at time nA the current state x(nA) of the plant based on its operation over the previous interval [(n-l)A, nd]. At time nA, the plant is in a certain state, the initial plant state for the next interval of time. The current control function is shifted to the new one imposed by the control automaton output at that time. So the initial value of Z? for the interval [nA,(n+ l)A] is not inherited from the previous interval, but is computed from the differential equation based on current plant state and the initial value of the new control function and the new disturbance at nA. At times nA, the vector field generally changes direction abruptly. This is characteristic of hybrid control.
Abuse of notation.
We shall assume that the differential equation describing our plant is autonomous so that the behavior in any interval of length A is the translate of behavior in any other interval of length A. Thus we may as we!! assume that all admissible control functions c(t) and disturbance functions d(t) are defined on [ A-Plant automara. The continuous plant induces an automaton, which we call the A-plant automaton associated with the simple hybrid system. It has two input alphabets, the set D of admissible disturbance functions and the set C of admissible control functions. Its set of internal states is the set of plant states. Its state transition function assigns to input letters control c(t) and disturbance d(t) and automaton current state s,,, the new automaton state x(A) where x(t) is a plant state trajectory such that x(0)=so and x(t) is the solution of the differential equation used at time 0 to the control cl used at and after time d as follows. Define an associated A-automaton as follows. The states are the plant states x. One input is a pair (c,,,cl)~C,x C, and the other input is a disturbance deD. Suppose that the state of the A-automaton at time 0 is so, the inputs are a pair of controls (co, cl) and disturbance d. What is the corresponding state transition from time 0 to time A? Define
for O<t<d, c,(t-d) for d<tdA.
The new state of the A-automaton at time A is x(A), where x(t) solves i =./lx(t), co1(t))
with initial condition x(0)=so. We will use this model below for a generalization of the leaky water tank example of [l].
Local viability
We designate a subset VS of plant states as the viability set [S] . We shall usually assume that VS is closed and compact. A trajectory x(t) over an interval of time [ and viability set VS, with associated A-plant automaton. We give three definitions of local graphs associated with viability. 1. The abstract local viability graph. The abstract viability graph is an obvious analogue to the viability kernels of continuous systems in [S] . Non-empty closed compact subsets of this graph and closed viability sets lead to finite automata that enforce viability. 2. The sturdy local viability graph. Non-empty closed compact subsets lead to finite automata that force viability and also are "safe" under small errors in state and control measurements. 3. The e-sturdy local viability graph. This represents those hybrid systems with a sensor of plant states with error bounded by a fixed e. This leads to finite state control automata whose analog to digital converter, or sensor of plant state (see [25] ) has error bounded by e and also enforces viability. We shall not attempt to develop the last two extensively here.
The abstract local viability graph
Nodes. Define the nodes of the local viability graph as those pairs (C&S&C x vs such that for any disturbance &ED, the trajectory x(t) determined by do, control c,, and initial state so, is viable.
Remark.
1. The co should be interpreted as the control used in the current control interval. 2. The so should be interpreted as the state at the beginning of the current control interval. 3. Disturbances are not directly used in determining controls. Normally, we observe disturbances only through their effect on plant state. We need to choose controls that maintain viability of trajectories no matter what disturbance is encountered.
Edges. There is a directed edge from node (co, so) to node (ci,si) if and only if 1. (co,so) and (cl, sr) both nodes of the local viability graph and 2. There is a disturbance ~,ED such that the trajectory x(t) with disturbance do and control co and initial condition x(0)=so has x(d)=si.
1. Condition (2) ensures the d-automaton with inputs do and co is a local so has a transition to new state sr. 2. Note that in (2) x(t) is a viable trajectory because (co, so) is a local viability node. 3. We call (co,so) the tail, (cl,sl) the head of the directed edge. 4. There may be nodes of the abstract local viability graph that are not tails or heads of any edges. In the definition of the abstract viability graph below, nodes that are not tails of edges are dropped at the beginning of the construction.
The sturdy local viability graph
Suppose again we are given a simple hybrid system with control intervals [nd,(n+ l)d], n=O, 1, . . . , and viability set VS. Definition 3.1. Call a pair (co,so)~C x VS sturdy if there exists a neighborhood U of co in C and neighborhood Vof so in VS such that for every (C, S)E U x V, (F, S) is a node of the abstract local viability graph.
This says that for any fixed disturbance, varying the initial state and control preserves the viability of resulting trajectories over [0, A] .
Sturdy nodes. The sturdy local viability graph has as nodes those pairs (co, s~)EC x VS such that (co, so) is a sturdy node.
Sturdy edges. The edges of the sturdy viability graph are those edges of the abstract local viability graph that consists of pairs of sturdy nodes. Sturdy local viability graph. This is a variant of the model in [32] . Assume that S is a metric space. Suppose we are given a positive real e > 0, interpreted as a bound for measurement error in plant state in the following sense. The plant state as measured is always less than e from the true state. This is to represent a fixed bound on observability of plant state by a fixed sensor. Define the local viability graph with sensor error bound e as follows.
Remark
Nodes. The e-sensor nodes of the e-sensor local viability graph are those pairs (co, sO)eC x S such that for every disturbance dED, every state S with distance (s, S) < e, the trajectory over [0, A] satisfying a(t)=f(x(tXco(t)rd(r)).
with initial condition x(0) = S is viable.
Remark.
The difference between this and the definition of sturdy is that e diameter neighborhoods V of state so are required, while no latitude is allowed for control co at all.
Edges. The edges of the e-sensor local viability graph are just the edges of the local viability graph with e-sensor nodes. All of these graphs can be thought of as abstract non-deterministic automata. Here is an example.
The local viability automaton. The input alphabet of this automaton is the set of viable plant states VS. The set of local viability automaton states is the set of controls. The non-deterministic transition relation maps a pair (cO,sl)~C x VS to a control ci iff there exists an edge in the abstract local variability graph with tail (co, so) and head (cl,sl). This is a partially defined transition relation. The interpretation is that co should be thought of as the control used in the previous control interval which has, due to a disturbance, produced the current plant state sr. Then, with input letter s1 when in local viability automaton state c e, the local viability automaton moves to local viability automaton state c1 and outputs letter cr.
We note that there is another natural automaton which can be defined from the local viability graph. For this alternative automaton, the input alphabet is the set of admissible disturbances D. The set of states for the alternative automaton is the set VS x C where VS is the set of viable plant states and C is the set of controls. The non-deterministic transition relation maps a pair (do, (c,,, s,,) )E D x (C x VS) to a pair (cl,sl)~C x VS iff there exists an edge in the abstract local viability graph with tail (c,,,s,,) and head (cr,si) where s1 =x(d) for the viable trajectory x(t) determined by disturbance do, control ce, and initial condition x(O)=s,. The interpretation is that with input letter de in state (c,, se), the automaton moves to state (cr , sl) with output letter cl. This is also a partially defined transition relation. However we shall not pursue this alternative automaton because in applications, one does not observe the disturbance directly but only observes the effect of the disturbance by its effect on the plant state. Thus the alternative automaton is not implementable in practice.
Graph operators and graph kernels
In this section we introduce the tpols needed to discuss viability over [0, cc]. Assume we are given a directed graph T which consists of a non-empty set T of nodes together with a subset E of T x T of its directed edges such that each node is incident on at least one edge. It is convenient to identify the graph with its set of edges since the nodes can be recovered from the edges. If (a, b) is an edge of T, then a is called its tail, b is called its head. Each subset T' of T defines a subgraph with edges E'= E n (T' x T'). A path is a finite or infinite sequence of edges such that the head of each edge is the tail of the next. An end node of a graph is a node which is not the tail of any edge in that graph. Let P(T) denote the power set of T, i.e. the set of all subsets of T, Definition 4.1. Suppose graph T is given.
Define a monotone decreasing operator F: P( T)-+P( T) by letting F( T')
be the set of nodes of T' which are not end nodes of T' and which are on at least one edge of 7".
For each ordinal LX, define an operator F" : P( T)-+P( T) by transfinite induction as (a) F'(T')=F(T'), (b) F'+'(T')=F(F'(T')), (c) F"( T')= nmKAF'( T') if 1 is a limit ordinal.
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that T' E T.
Then T' is a$xed point of F ifand only ifevery node of T' is the initial node ofsome
infinite path in T'.
There is a least ordinal c( such that Fa+'(T)=F"(T').
3. If 01 is the least ordinal such that F'+l (T) = F"( T'), then F"( T') is the largest fixed point of F contained in T'.
Proof.
F( T')
is T less the end nodes of T' and the nodes on no edge. Thus if T' is a fixed point of F, it has no end nodes, and no nodes which are not part of any edge. Suppose that F( T')= T'. Then we can start with any node p. of T and define by induction an infinite path po,pI,p2, . . . of T' by choosing pn+ 1 to be a node of T such that p,, is the tail and pn+I is the head of an edge of T'. Thus every node of a fixed point T of F begins an infinite path of T'. Conversely, suppose T' E T and every node of T' starts an infinite path of T. The lack of end nodes means T' is fixed under F.
By transfinite induction, for any tl< /I and any T' c T, F"(T')zFB(T').

Thus there is a /I smaller than the next infinite cardinal after the cardinal of T, card(T)+, such that
Otherwise, points in T from the differences (Fa+'( T')-F'( T'): c1< card( T)+ } would be a subset of T of cardinality larger than the cardinal of T, a contradiction. 3. If c1 is the least such /I, then F"( T') is a fixed point under F. Suppose that T" E T' is a fixed point. Then every node of T" begins an infinite path of T". By transfinite induction, all nodes on this path will in all Fs( T'), therefore in F"( T'). So the latter is the largest fixed point within T'. 0
Remark. Proposition 4.2 can also be derived from a strengthening of the Tarski fixed point theorem for monotone increasing maps on complete partial orders. Simply use the monotone increasing operator
G(T')=T-F(T)
on P(T). (i) The nodes of T are elements of a separable metric space and (ii) T' is a subgraph of Tsuch thatfor every ordinal LY andfor every end node of F"( T') or node on no edge of F"( T'), there is a neighborhood containing that node and no other node of F"(T). (Here we interprete F" to be the identity map on P(T).) Then:
If T' is closed, then so are all F"( T')
If T' is closed, then so is the maximal>xed point of F under T'.
Proof. By separability, there is a countable dense subset of the metric space. Due to
(ii), at least one new element of that countable dense subset is eliminated whenever a node is eliminated, that is, at any a for which F"( T)# F"+'( T). So the process terminates at a countable ordinal. Note that (ii) implies that in removing all end nodes from a closed T, we are intersecting T' with a closed set, and hence get a closed set, which is (2). Then (3) follows by transfinite induction, since the intersection of closed sets is closed, and (4) 
Proposition 4.4. Let G : P( T)+P( T) be dejined by G( T')= T-F( T'). Suppose that G is continuous in the dual Scott topology. Then F"(T) is the maximal fixed point of F within T'.
Proof. By Proposition 4.2, it suffices to show that F"( T') is a fixed point of F. Since F maps sets into smaller sets,
F(F"(T'))sF"(T').
So it suffices to show that
T'-F(F"(T'))sT'-F"(T).
Suppose, then, that PE T'-F(F"( T')). Note that P( T-{p}) is an open set in the dual Scott topology and F(F"( T'))EP( T-{ p}).
A ccording to dual Scott continuity, there is a finite T, 5 T such that whenever T' is disjoint from TI, then p is not in F( T"). But, applied to T'= F"( T')= n,,,Fw(T') this says that if T, ={pl, . . . ,pk}, then there exist nl, . . . ) nkEu such that pi$Fni( T'). Letting m be the maximum of {nI, . . . , nk}, and using the fact that F maps sets into smaller sets, we see that TI is disjoint from F"( T'), sothatpisin T'-F"+'(T'),andh ence by the monotonicity of F, is in T -F"( T'), as was to be proved. 0
Remark. We can also prove Proposition 4.4 by applying the fixed point theorem for continuous functions on complete partial orderings directly to G( T) = T-F( T').
The theorem needed was already in [27] , the earliest topological form of Kleene's second recursion theorem.
Remark. The fixed point may be an F"(T) for a finite n. This happens for a natural operator associated with the leaking water automaton A(g,h) defined in Section 6.
Viability graphs
We now want to discuss not only the local viability of the trajectory over the current and next interval of time, but viability of trajectories on [0, co]. With the apparatus of Section 4, we can define the abstract, sturdy or e-sensor viability graphs of a simple hybrid system with control intervals [nd,(n+ l)d], n=O, 1, . . . with viability set VSzS. The intention is that this graph captures all control polices (see below) which enforce that the simple hybrid system produces only viable trajectories over [0, co], even when we allow small changes in state so and control co.
Definition 5.1. The abstract (respectively, sturdy, e-sensor) viability graph is the kernel of the abstract (respectively, sturdy, e-sensor) local viability graph.
Viability automaton. The abstract viability automaton has a transition corresponding to each edge of the abstract viability graph with tail (co,so) and head (ci,si) as described above. Any admissible disturbance d over [0, co] If we start at a node (co, so) of the abstract viability graph with disturbance d, this process produces an "execution sequence" of the abstract viability automaton and a viable trajectory on [0, co] as long as there is indeed a node in the abstract viability graph. However, the abstract viability graph may be empty. Moreover, it can be quite difficult to prove that the abstract viability graph is non-empty. The same remarks apply to the sturdy and e-sensor viability graphs.
Control policies.
In interpreting an edge with tail (co,so) and head (ci,si), what we envisage is that at the beginning of any control interval, co represents the control used in the previous interval for the plant physical controller, so represents the plant state at the start of the previous control interval, cl is a possible choice of control for the current interval given that the trajectory x(t) determined by co,so, and the admissible disturbance determined by d has x(A) = sl. With this in mind, a control policy can be defined as a map on C x S to P(C) which assigns to a pair (co, si) the set of choices of c1 , any of which is permitted under the control policy. Alternately, a control policy is simply a subset CP of C x S x C consisting of triples (co,sl,cl). The largest control policy is the universal policy C x S x C, which permits any choice of cl, the smallest is the null policy, which is devoid of choice. Because edges with tail (c,,, se) and head (ci, sl)) that make up the edges of the abstract, sturdy, and e-sensor local viability graphs and viability graphs all lead naturally to triples of the form (co, si,ci)~C x VS x C, a policy can be interpreted on any of these graphs. Proof. We prove that the complement of the set of nodes of the local viability graph is open. Suppose that (co, so) is not a node of the local abstract viability graph. We need an open set containing that point and disjoint from that set of nodes.
Suppose that (co,so) is not in the abstract local viability graph. Thus there must exist a disturbance do such that the trajectory x(t), obtained from so, co, and do, is not viable. Then for some toe[O,A], the value x(to) is in the open set S-VS. Continuity and the fact that S -VS is open imply that there exist neighborhoods IJd of cO, Vd of so such that the image of U,, x V, x {d} under (c, s)+x(to) is a subset of S-VS. In this case, Ud x Vd is an open set containing (co,so) and every (C,S)EU~ x Vd has the property that the trajectory x(t) determined by disturbance d, control C, and initial condition S has x(to) outside VS, so that x is not viable. It then follows that (co,so,cl)
is not in the local viability graph for any cl. Hence, Ud x Vd x C is a neighborhood of (co, sO, c1 ) disjoint from the nodes of the local viability graph. This completes the proof. 0
Remark. It is a mild assumption on the underlying differential equation for the plant that for any fixed to and d,,, the state x(to) is jointly continuous in initial condition sons and parameter QEC. This is the source of Proposition 5.5.
Proposition 5.6. Suppose we are given a simple hybrid system, a A, and a closed viability set VS. Suppose that S, C are separable metric spaces, and that the set T of nodes of the abstract (respectively, sturdy, e-sensor) local viability graph is closed. Moreover, suppose that every closed subgraph of T' of T has the property that for every end node of T' or node on no edge of T', there is a neighborhood containing that node and no other node of T'. Then the set of nodes of the abstract (respectively, sturdy, e-sensor error) viability graph is also closed.
Proof. This proposition follows immediately from Proposition 4.3 where T= T'. 0
We end this section with a simple example of where the hypothesis of Proposition 5.6 hold. Proof. The proof of Proposition 5.5 shows that T is closed. Now suppose that T' is a closed subgraph of T. We must show that for any node (cO,sO) in T' which has the property that for any disturbance doED, if s1 =x(A) where x(t) is the trajectory determined by (cO,sO,dO), there is no clgC such that (cr,sr)~T, then there is neighborhood U containing (co, sO) such that for every (C,,, SO) in U and any disturbance doED, if S,=x(A) where x(t) is the trajectory determined by (CO,Sg,do), then there is no cr EC such that (cr , S1)~ T'. Let (c,,, so) be such a node and fix a disturbance d and let sr =x(A) where x(t) is the trajectory determined by (Q,s,,, d ). Since T' is closed, for each CEC, there is a neighborhood V, x U,G C x S of (c, sr) such that T' n ( V, x U,) = 8. Thus the set of Vc's for CEC cover C and since C is compact, we can find V,,, . . . , V,n which cover C. It follows, that if Ud= nl= 1 U,,, then SUE Ud and C x Ud is disjoint from T. By the continuity of the map (cO,so,d) by (c,s,d) , then x(d)~Uy! 1 Udi and hence C x {x(d)} is disjoint for T as desired. This completes the proof and shows that under the hypothesis of the proposition, the abstract viability graph will be closed. 0
Example, the leaky water tank
We use as our example a generalization of the water pump example of [l] . We generalize it in three ways. First, we allow bounded measurement error e in water level. Second, we permit a more elaborate dynamics for both refilling the tank and for the tank leak. Third, we monitor water level only every A units of time. That is, the system runs open loop inside the control intervals. The plant consists of a water pump and a leaking water tank. The set of plant states S is the set of pairs s = (y, pmp), y 2 0, pmp~{ pan, pofl}. Here y is the water level. In pump state pan the pump is on, in pump state pofs the pump is off. The dynamics of water level and leakage are supplied by
if the pump is on, _&(y) if the pump is off,
where fi and f2 are continuous functions such that 0 <be <ft (y) < a0 for all y and O>-b,>f,(y)>--a, for ally, where~,>b,>Oanda~>b,>O. Two numbers u, v are given, with 0 <U <v. The water level y(t) is required to be in the interval [u, v] at all times. It is assumed that the error in measurement m of plant state y is at most e.
Thus the set of states S of the water level y is C(y,pmp)Iu-eGyGv+ee,
P~~~P~~,P~~S)I
and the set of viable states VS of the water level y is
There are only four control orders allowed, namely,
C = {(Pm pan), (Pdx Pan (PW Pa?-), (Pa Pod).
Here is what they do. Finally, it again easily follows from our inequalities on fi(y) and f2(y) that the y(A) must lie in the interval 4. The control order (POE pm) means that if at the start of the interval the pump is off, then the pump will be turned on after some delay If we endow our finite set of controls C with the discrete topology, then the sturdy local viability graph is the same as the e-sensor local viability graph and hence the sturdy viability graph is the same as the e-sensor viability graph. 2. Consider now the special case considered in [l] . This is the case when fi,fi are constant functions. In this special case, translating the characterization into inequalities and manipulating, one can tediously write out the inequalities characterizing the nodes and branches of the e-sensor local viability graph. Alternatively, due to the fact that only simplifying linear inequalities are involved, we can avoid writing this out and derive existence and algorithms from either the real linear programming algorithm or, equivalently, from the Tarski decision method for dense linearly ordered abelian groups, to see that in principle these inequalities can be computed. The situation is the same for the condition that an edge be in the e-sensor viability graph. Of course if A is too large, the e-sensor viability graph may be empty. We need to determine those A for which the e-sensor viability graph using A is non-empty.
Instead of a direct attack on this problem, we shall instead define a class of finite state control automata A(g, h), 0 <g <h. We show there are choices of g, h, A such that all runs of the automaton A(g,h) yield paths in the e-sensor viability graph, thus showing the e-sensor viability graph is non-empty and that in this case, viability can be enforced by a finite state control automaton. The automaton changes state only at times nA, when a certain test is satisfied by the measurement of plant state m at nA. It instantaneously changes state and issues to the pump one of the four control orders c above, executed as described above. The intention is that if c is of the form (pon,?), then the pump was on at time nA, that is, the state of the pump at that time was son. If c is of the form (pofl,?), then the pump was off at time nA, that is, the state of the pump at time nA was sofJ:
We proceed to define an automaton A(g,h) for each pair of real parameters g,h such that O<g < h. This is the sequential automaton below. B. Suppose that the automaton is in state sofl and receives input measurement m at time nA. Then, instantaneously, 1. if mdg, then the automaton outputs (pofJ;pon) and shifts to state son, and 2. if m>g, then the automaton remains in state.sofS and outputs (pofl,poff).
We seek values for A and the parameters g, h which ensure that when controls are chosen by the automaton, the water level y(t) is viable no matter what the disturbances 0 < do, d 1, . . . db encountered in the successive intervals [nA,(n + l)d]. This will prove the e-sensor viability graph is non empty.
Necessary conditions. We can derive necessary conditions on the parameters g and h to guarantee that the control automaton A(g, h) produces only viable trajectories by analyzing the plant trajectories for given input measurements and states of A(g,h). Consider the following two cases.
Case 1: Suppose that the plant state is son at time tk= kA and the control automaton at that time receives measurement mk < h. By the assumption on e, if the actual water level at time tk is y(tk), then y(G)--e<mk<y(t,)+e. Also suppose that the pump is on at time tk. In this case the automaton remains in state son and the pump remains on for the next A seconds. Then, since the plant trajectory y( .) between tk and tk+ I = tk + A must satisfy it is easy to see that y(t) is a strictly increasing function in this interval and that Now if we find that the measurement received at time tk+ 1, mk+ 1, is still less than h, then of course the automaton will continue to be in state son, so that the pump will remain on, the plant trajectory y(.) between tk+ 1 and tk+2 Will be Stridy inCreaSing, and y(tk+ 2) d h + aOA + e. We continue on this way until we find the least I > k such that the measurement received at time tl is greater than or equal to h. By our analysis, the actual plant state y(tl) will be bounded by h + u,A +e. At that time the automaton will output (pon,pofS) which in effect orders that the pump be turned off and the state be switched to state sofJ: What happens to the trajectory y(t) between times tl and tl+ 1 = tl + A? There exists a zld b < A such that the trajectory satisfies
Then trajectory y(t) over interval [t I , t 1+1] reaches its maximum at time t = tl+zl. This maximum value is bounded by y( tl) + a0 51 < y( tl) + a, b d h + a0 A + e + a0 b.
After time tl+rl, y(t) is strictly decreasing for the rest of the interval. Pick h so that
h+uob+uoA+e<u.
This ensures that if we use the control automaton A(g,h), the water level never becomes greater than v. There is also a lower bound imposed on h derived from the fact that the minimum value of y(t) in the interval [tl, tl+ 1] must be greater than or equal to u. Since we assume that ml > h, we know that y(tl) 2 h-e. If we assume that there is no delay in turning the pump off, then y(t) could be strictly decreasing in the interval. It is easy to see in that situation that y(tl+ 1) could be as small as h-e--al A. Moreover, it could be that h-e-a, A -e Gg so that ml+ 1 G g. In that situation the pump will be off and our control automaton will tell the pump to turn on. However, there could be a maximum delay of time 6 before the pump turns on and the water level once again starts to increase. Thus, there could be a further drop of a, b in the water level during this delay so that the water level could become as small as h-e-a,A-ua,b. Thus, we must also assume that h-alb-alA-e2u or equivalently that u + a1 b + al A + e < h. In Case 2, we will deal with the case when ml+ I > g.
Case 2: Suppose that at time tk the plant state is sofland the control automaton receives a measurement mk>g. Again, the actual water level y(tk) satisfies Assume also that the pump is off at time tk. Then the automaton remains in state SC@ and the pump remains off for the next A time period. Then, since the plant trajectory y(.) between tk and tk+l = tk+ A must satisfy y(t) is a strictly decreasing function in this interval and
If we find that the measurement received at time t k + 1, mk+ 1, is still greater than g, then the control automaton will continue to be in state sofland the pump will remain off. The plant trajectory y( .) between tk+l and t k+ 2 will be strictly decreasing, and
A -e. We continue on this way until we find the least I> k such that the measurement received at time t, is less than or equal to g. By our analysis, the actual plant state y(tr) is bounded below by g-a, A -e. At that point, the automaton will output (pofs, pan) which in effect issues the order for the pump to be turned on and then by using the control automaton, the water level never becomes less than U. There is also upper bound on g which comes from the fact that the maximum value of y(r) in the interval [ tl, tl + 1] must be less than or equal to u. Since we are assuming that ml =G g, we know that y(tl) <g + e. If we assume that there is no delay in turning the pump on, then y(t) could be strictly increasing in the interval. In this situation, y(tl+ 1) could be as large as g + e+ sod. Note that the case when ml+ 1 <h was handled in Case 1. However, it could be that g +e+uOd +ea h so that m,, 1 2 h. In that situation, the pump will be on and our controller will tell the pump to turn off. However, there could be a maximum delay of time b before the pump turns off and the water level once again starts to decrease. Thus, there could be a further rise of a0 b in the water level during this delay. The water level could become as large as g + e + a,,d + a,, b. Thus, we must also assume that g + a,, b + a,,A + e < u or equivalently that g < v -a0 b -a,A -e. This ends the discussion of necessary conditions. When turned around as sufficient conditions we get the following proposition. Proof. Using the facts established in Cases 1 and 2 we can prove Proposition 6.1 in a straightforward manner. One simply proceeds by induction on k to prove that if we follow the policy associated with A(g, h), then in each successive interval [tk, tk+ 1], the trajectory of the plant y(t) will always satisfy u d y < u. See also [29] . Cl
Remark
By picking A > b, we guarantee that if initially the plant state and the initial state of A(g, h) are such that: To avoid having the pump continually alternating between the states son and sofs in each pair of successive intervals one should also ensure that there is a sufficient distance between g and h. However, we will not deal with this issue here. If we strengthen the hypothesis of Proposition 6.1 to assume that g and h satisfy then we can modify the inequalities in the definition of the A(g, h)-automaton and The non-deterministic automaton NDA(g, h). The argument above succeeds even though water level y and the measurement m input to automaton A(g, h) in state son with water level y can differ by up to e. This shows that in the definition of the output value of A(g, h) when it is in state son and the water level is y where y in the interval h-e d y < h + e, whether we define that output value as (pan, pon) or (port, pofl) does not affect viability. Similarly, in the definition of the output value of A(g, h) when it is in state sofs and the water level is y, if y is in the interval g-edy 6g +e, whether we define that output value as (pofS,pon) or (pofipofs) does not affect viability. This allows us to define a non-deterministic automaton NDA(g, h), guaranteeing viability, which combines the non-deterministic sensor which maps y to m with the sequential automaton A(g,h) , and which has additional allowed transitions for the two cases alluded to in the previous paragraph. The input alphabet of NDA(g,h) Here is the control policy P(NDA(g,h)) corresponding to the automaton NDA(g, h). It consists of those triples (c,,,. y, ci) described in the six clauses below, one for each of the six clauses in the definition of P (NDA(g, h) ). The question mark in the clause is a variable ranging over the two element set {pon,pofS).
If y>h+e,
then (?,pon),y,(pon,pofS))EP(NDA (g,h) ).
2. If y<h--e, then ((?,pon),y,(pon,pon))EP (NDA(g,h) ).
If h-e$y<h-e, then ((?,pon),y,(pon,pon))EP(NDA(g,h))
and ((?,pon),y, h) ). ,   h) ). ,h) ). By the same analysis as above we get the following proposition. NDA(g, h) ). Then for any admissible disturbance over interval A, ifx(t) is the trajectory over A for that disturbance starting from state s,, using control c0 and s1 =x(A), then x(t) is viable and (cl,sl) is also in A.
If y > g +e, then ((?,PcY~), Y, (POX pofS))EP(NDA(g
If y<g+e, then ((?,pofS),y,(pofS,pon))~P(NDA(g
Finite coverings and finite automata
Suppose we are given a simple hybrid system with control intervals n=O,l,...
. As we have said, the abstract viability graph, if non-empty is a nondeterministic automaton which enforces viability if started on a node of the abstract viability graph. If we knew how to implement the abstract viability automaton, we could enforce that all trajectories produced on [0, CD] are viable no matter what the disturbance as long as the automaton is started in a state s0 with a control c0 such that there is a node (cO,sO) of the abstract viability graph. But this automaton has been obtained by a pure mathematical fixed point argument with little constructive content. This automaton generally has a highly non-constructive transition relation. We want to investigate cases when there is a finite state control automaton guaranteeing viable trajectories over [0, co] . In principle, these finite automata are implementable. Here we prove a simple theorem ensuring finite automata. It is suited to applications where the set of controls is finite. Theorems with weaker hypotheses for the case of compact controls are deferred to a sequel. Proof. Property (2) ensures that we can construct an R-automaton from R exactly as we constructed the local viability automaton from the local viability graph. The R-automaton is an automaton with the desired property, but is usually is not a finite state automaton. So the object is to replace it by a finite state automaton which approximates it. We base our construction of a finite automaton which ensures viable plant trajectories on a choice of bases for the open sets of the topological spaces involved, see [ Note that since the projection of a closed compact set is closed and compact, both R. and RI are closed and compact. Clearly, R E R. x RI. As r ranges over, the open sets (Urn R,) x ( Vrn RI) of C x VS cover the compact set R. x RI. Therefore, there is a finite sequene rl, . . . , r,ER such that the (U,lnRo)x(V,,nR,) ,...,(U,nnRo)x (V,nnR,)cover RoxRI.
The (U,{ n R,) generate a finite subtopology of the topology on Ro, which we call the small topology on Ro. Let U 1,. . . , Uk be a list of all distinct non-empty join irreducibles for the small topology on Ro. We choose the set { U1, . . . , U,} as the set of states for our desired finite state control automaton. Similarly, the V,, n RI generate a finite topology RI, which we call the small topology on R 1. Let V1, . . . , VP be a list of all distinct non-empty join irreducibles of the small topology on RI. We choose the set {V,, ... 9 VP} as the set of input symbols of the finite state control automaton. The set {c 1, . . . ,c,,} will be our output alphabet for the finite control automaton where U,, x K, , . . . 2 U,, x Vr, are such that V,, E 4 and rki = (ci, si) for i = 1, . . . , p. kor ea'ch pair (Vi, Vj") consisting of an automaton state and an automaton input symbol, we define the new state and the output as follows. Let U,, x V,, and U,, x V,, be such that U,,, c Ui and V, C_ Vj. Then the new state of the automaton is th'e join irreducible that contains cj a;d the output symbol is cj (see Fig. 2 ).
It is easy to see that this automaton assures viability of the trajectory for any admissible disturbance when started in state s,, using control c,, for which there is a (c,,,~) in R, This was our objective, and ends the proof. 0
Remarks
This presentation makes the analog to digital converter of [25] defined on R,, rather than S, since the intention is to have all execution sequences policy edges of R. With this in mind, we think of plant state s in R. as being converted by the analog to digital converter into the join irreducible Vi containing s. This is then an input symbol to the finite automaton. If one prefers to have the analog to digital converter defined on all of S, then adds a letter I to the input alphabet for the automaton and regard any s in the open set S-R0 as converted to 1. In this case, we should also add _L to the automaton output alphabet to be used when the input symbol is 1. Note that the finite automaton constructed in Proposition 7.1 may be non-deterministic since for a given Vj there may be several U,, x Vrr 'S such that V,, E Vi. We can easily generalize to cover e-sensor and sturdi viability graphs. with the discrete topology. Clearly, A is a closed subset of C x S. The non-deterministic automaton NDA(g, h) and corresponding P (NDA(g, h) ) shows that A is a subset of the abstract viability graph which satisfies conditions (2) and (5) of Proposition 7.1, see [29] for a detailed proof.
Viability in autonomous hybrid control
We discuss the relation of viability to Kohn-Nerode autonomous hybrid control [26] based on relaxed calculus of variations. Disturbances are hereby omitted from the model. The informal justification for this omission is that small disturbances are reflected in small deviations in plant state, and that the analog to digital converters of [25] work correctly in spite of small deviations in plant state. So as long as the plant state fluctuations resulting from the disturbances are within the error tolerated by the analog to digital plant sensor, the system still operates as specified. We do not give detailed conditions for the validity of the control automaton extraction process outlined below. We do remark that we assume that the Lagrangian L(x, U, c) is lower semicontinuous and that the control and state spaces are compact [lo] . The purpose of the outline below is to indicate how to show a viability graph is non-empty in applications of autonomous hybrid control. We are using this extraction process for a number of systems, examples to be published in later papers. 1. Corresponding to the autonomous problem, we formulate a non-negative Lagrangian L(x, u,c) on plant state trajectories which results from applying possible control functions c of time to produce the trajectory, in such a way that the smaller the value of its integral along a trajectory, the better the performance. (Here u plays the role of z?-.) The original Lagrangian is usually non-convex in u. The performance specification for the plant is reformulated as the requirement that the plant state trajectory is viable with respect to a viability set and has an integral within a prescribed E of its minimum. A control function of time that does this from a given initial state is called an s-optimal control function. That is all that is required in actual applications. 2. Second, L(x, a, c) is convexified to get an L**(x, a, c) which is convex in U. The main existence theorem of the relaxed calculus of variations is applied to such convexified problems to find a measure-valued control function of time c(t) resulting in a state trajectory x(t) minimizing the integral of L**(x,u) on the trajectory. This is a so-called relaxed control function as introduced by Young [36] and Warga [35] . [25, Appendix II] and in this paper can then be used to extract a finite cover for this optimal control policy. When this finite cover is implemented as a finite state control automaton with analog to digital and digital to analog converters according to [25, Appendix II] , the resulting control automaton enforces a control policy which assures &-optimal control. A length A for control intervals has to be extracted at the same time. The control policy is, in the language of this paper, a function of state se and previous control co. 4 . The control values issued by the finite automaton, finite in number, can be taken as measures on the space of controls with finite support. Each of these measures represents a finite chattering control built from a finite set of controls altogether. In [lo], Caratheodory's theory on convex sets is used to see that the chattering control which approximates to the optimal control minimizing the convexification L**(x,u) corresponds to expressing the absolute minimum for the convexified problem as a convex combination of some local minima for the original nonconvex problem. See also [7, 8] . 5. If the optimal policy is jointly continuous in state and control and the viability set has a non-empty interior, then the viability kernel can often be proved to be non-empty. 6. If a control policy making the system meet performance requirements is obtained from any other control theory, the same outline can be used to prove viability kernels non-empty and to prove the existence of finite control automata which enforce viable trajectories. 7. This is in accord with the heuristic principle that to prove viability kernels non-empty, whether for conventional [S] or hybrid systems, it is at present usually necessary to have a construction of feedback control laws to which we can approximate. But, given this, one still needs compactness and uniformity in parameters to show that a viability graph is non-empty. Remark 1. The question as to how, given an E, to choose a A so as to be sure of being able to compute a finite automaton with A length control intervals which achieves Eoptimality is a major one, see [lo] for a general algorithm with roughly the hypotheses of [7] . 2. In the outline above disturbances are not modelled. When disturbances are included and the controls are required to succeed no matter what the disturbances, relaxed control is less well developed subject; see [35] , last chapter. But what is clear is that if one insists that the controls chosen by the control policy not be very sensitive to small changes in previous state and control, then one is faced with choosing control automata and a control interval length A which execute a policy so that the policy edges are in the viability graph. So it seems that it is important to understand these graphs.
